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Project Comicon Crunch

Steps for the Project:
1) Sketch a design for the front of a cereal box based on the 

character you chose for Sequential Storytelling. Create an image 
of what the cereal looks like, and have your character interact with 
it in some way. Also include a logo for your cereal brand.

2) Based on your sketch and ideas, paint the front side of your empty 
cereal box the base color you would like.

3) Once the box panel is dry, draw your design on it lightly as a guide 
for where to paint.

4) Choose a small number of paint colors for your box, and squeeze 
small areas of paint in those colors onto your sheet of wax paper. 
The amount you’ll need will depend on what you’re painting, but 
use no more than a quarter coin sized amount at a time.

5) Choose a brush that is well-suited for what you’re painting. A 
larger flat for broad surface areas, a tiny round for detailed areas, a 
fan brush for trees, etc. Keep your brush clean as you paint, using 
water and a paper towel. When finished, use the clip technique 
to dry the brush on the side of the can with the bristles pointing 
down.

6) Do not mix large amounts of color with the intent of using it the 
next day---it will be thrown away. Only get out what you can use 
during the period.

7) Be sure to add dimension to your character by using value to 
create depth and form. Use colors that make sense with the 
image or mood you’re trying to convey.

8) Once you’re finished, glue the front and side flaps down, but leave 
the back flap up so we can pin it up for critique.

Grading Criteria:
- Painting covers front of cereal box only.
- Finished work includes your character from our 

Sequential Storytelling project interacting with the 
cereal in some way.

- Designed the actual cereal and illustrated it on box.
- Designed a logo for your cereal brand.


